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ABSTRACT. Today, speech-based information retrieval is necessary because of the various keyboard less applications such as user-friendly interface for PCs, car navigation systems, or mobile-phones. Unfortunately, current programs may not support for every language such as Thai language. Therefore, the goal of this work is to develop a system to retrieve documents by Thai speech. The proposed prototype application provides for desktop device such personal computer (PC). This application will accept Thai speech queries and then, it provides Thai text search result on the PC screen.
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INTRODUCTION

The most IR systems have been driven on text-based information retrieval (Allan, 2002; Lee & Pan, 2009; Oliveira \textit{et al.}, 2011). This is because a large body of data is also available as complex unstructured data sources such text. Nowadays, text-based information retrieval is very successful because it has been studied for decades (Oliveira \textit{et al.}, 2011). However, speech-based information retrieval is required today because of the numerous keyboard-less applications such as user-friendly interface for personal computers (PCs), car navigation systems, or mobile-phones (Fujii \textit{et al.} 2002; Anguera \textit{et al.}, 2014). To make easier for finding of relevant information on Web and the PCs, information retrieval by speech is required. It is necessary not only for any person in general but also for disabled persons such as handicapped persons or blind persons to access information on their PC (Oliveira \textit{et al.}, 2011).

Traditionally, an information retrieval (IR) system is to provide users with those documents that will satisfy their information need (Allan, 2002; Lee & Pan, 2009). IR allows easy access to huge amount of information (or data) (Lee & Pan, 2009). It includes the use of algorithms to process a huge of unstructured or semi-structured data. The most IR systems have been driven on text-based information retrieval (Allan, 2002; Lee & Pan, 2009). Today, text-based information retrieval is quite successful for IR systems because it has been studied and investigated for decades (Allan, 2002; Lee & Pan, 2009). Today, with the numerous keyboard-less applications, speech-based information retrieval have been studied because it allows the user to input a query as speech. As the result, let \( q \) be a speech query, while each document in the collection will be provided their features. Before retrieving relevant documents, the speech query must be transformed into some kind of content features such as key-
words. Finally, documents can be retrieved by directly comparing them with the query (Papka et al., 1998; Fujii et al., 2002).

Due to the advances in speech recognition technology, proper integration of IR and speech recognition has been considered and studied by many researchers (Itou et al., 2001; Fujii et al., 2002). In the previous study, text-based information retrieval has been investigated for decades but the study on speech-based text retrieval has just begun (Oliveira et al., 2011). Unlike the text-based information retrieval, text documents cannot be retrieved by directly comparing them with the speech query. It needs a process of speech-to-text in order to transform speech query to text before the process of text retrieval is performed.

As above, this work also presents a methodology of speech-based information retrieval in PC, where the proposed system will support for Thai language. The proposed system will accept Thai speech queries and then, it provides Thai text search result on the PC screen.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The literature review is described in Section 2. The proposed methodology is presented in Section 3, while the experimental results are shown in Section 4. Finally, we summarize our research and discuss our future work directions in Section 5.

THE FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework consists of two main components. There are Thai speech modelling and speed-based Thai text retrieval. Each component can be described as follows.

1. Thai speech modelling

It is to convert the speech signal formatted as audio wave (.wav) into a sequence of feature vectors. For Thai speech modelling in this work, it consists of three main processing steps. There are speech pre-processing, speech feature extraction, and acoustic modeling.
Speech pre-processing

It consists of three main steps such as pre-emphasis, endpoint detector, and windowing. Pre-emphasis is used to remove noise (Vergin & Shaughnessy, 1995) because noise can significantly decrease the performance of a speech recognition system (Vergin & Shaughnessy, 1995). Afterwards, it is to separate a speech signal into a short signal, called endpoint detector (Shen et al., 1998). To detect the start and end point of words in speech signal, the cosine-based short-time energy technique has been applied. Then, this technique is a modification of short-time energy, which is developed for this work. In the final stage of the speech pre-processing, the windowing is applied to separate each word speech into short windows of N samples, represented as \( w(n) \) by using the Hamming technique (Nuttall, 1981). In this work, a frame is in the size of 10-30 ms. range with possibly overlapping frames about \( 1/3 \) the size of the frame.

Speech feature extraction

After the speech pre-processing is done, it is the speech feature extraction. This work applies the Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) algorithm to extract speech features because this algorithm is successfully employed to extract features from the speech signal. To obtain MFCC coefficient (Zheng et al., 2001), the input speech signal is windowed and taken Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to convert into frequency domain by smoothing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with around 20 frequency bins distributed non-linearly across the speech spectrum. The nonlinear frequency scale is called a mel scale\(^1\). Here, bank filter is used to wrapping the mel scale, and then a log magnitude of each of the mel scale is acquired.

Speech recognition process

It stage is to transform spoken words into text (Huang et al., 2014). In general, it is to automatically extract the string of words spoken from the speech signal. The recognized words can be used for applications such as information search, commands and control system, and data entry. In general, a process of speech recognition starts with the language model development. Speech signal will be firstly converted to a sequence of feature vectors based on spectral, and then the features of each word will be recognized by Hidden Markov Models (HMM) (Gales & Young, 2007). Finally, it will return the speech models that will be used to predict a set of words in speech signal input.

2. Thai text retrieval by speech

This is a mechanism of an information retrieval (IR) system that users will use to retrieve the relevant textual documents. Firstly, it accepts speech queries, and then the speech queries will be transformed to textual query through the use of the speech models. Simply speaking, the language models are used to predict a set of words contained in a speech query. It is a process of speech-to-text.

After having a textual query, this work applies the concept of keyword-search to find the relevant textual documents (Bao et al., 2010). This technique will look for words anywhere in the document. However, keyword-search often returns the results that include many non-relevant documents. Therefore, in IR, there is a need to rank documents by their relevance to the query. Relevance ranking (Clarke et al., 2000) is the method that is used to order the results list in such a way that the documents most likely to be of interest to a user will be at the

---

\(^1\) A Mel is a unit of measure based on the human ear’s perceived frequency.
front. This makes searching easier for users as they won't have to spend as much time looking through documents for the information that interests them. Finally, the system returns the results of textual search on the personal computer screen.

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Dataset

There are two types of datasets used in this work. Firstly, it is a speech dataset. It will be used to train for acoustic models. These speeches are collected from 50 different persons, which can be divided into two groups - typically a female group and a male group. The dataset include 1,000 speech files, each speech signal containing a sequence of words up to 3-7 words.

The second dataset is a textual dataset relating to illness and medicine household in everyday life. A Thai text data is formatted as text files. This dataset consist of 500 documents. It will be used for experiment in Thai text retrieval by speech.

The Experimental Techniques

(1) The Experimental Results of Thai Speech Recognition Component

In general, word error rate (WER) (Klakow & Peters, 2002) is a common technique of the performance of a speech recognition system. WER can then be computed as:

\[ WER = \frac{S + D + I}{N} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Consider the equation (1). Let \( S \) be the number of substitutions, \( D \) be the number of deletions, and \( I \) be the number of insertions. Also, \( C \) is the number of the correct, \( N \) is the number of words in the reference (\( N = S + D + C \)). Sometimes, word accuracy (WA) (Klakow & Peters, 2002) can be used instead:

\[ WA = 1 - WER \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This work experiments with 75 speech signals containing a sequence of words up to 5 words. The result of WA is 74.50% for the Thai speech recognition component. It can be seen that this component is good in terms of word accuracy. However, the result still shows a failure rate. Basically, speech recognition usually depends on “distinctive features” of speech signal in order to estimate the acoustic model. If given speech features are inappropriate, this can lead to lower recognition rates.

(2) The Experimental Results of Thai Speech Recognition Component

Common performance measures for system evaluation are precision (\( P \)), recall (\( R \)), and \( F \)-measure (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999), and these techniques are also used in this work. After testing by the information retrieval measurement standard, the experimental results show the recall rate at 73%, while the precision rate is 71%. Finally, the result of \( F \)-measure is 71.50% for our proposed methodology.

In fact, the system of speech-based Thai text retrieval is can shows a failure rate. This is because it depends on the accuracy of the Thai speech recognition component. When it accepts speech queries, and then the speech queries will be transformed into textual queries. Therefore, if the accuracy of Thai speech recognition component is poor, the component of speech-based Thai text retrieval will return the failure rate as well.
CONCLUSION

This work aims to present a method of Thai text document retrieval using speech. This method will accept a user’s speeches as queries, and then it provides search results for display on a personal computer screen. The proposed method consists of two main components. They are speech modelling and speech-based text retrieval.

The speech modelling is the process of acoustic model creation. An acoustic model is a file that contains statistical representations of each of the distinct sounds that make up a word. Each acoustic model can be modelled by taking a large database of speech (called a speech corpus) and using specific training algorithms to create statistical representations for each phoneme in a language. These statistical representations are called Hidden Markov Models. For the speech-based text retrieval component, this component consists of two main processing steps. Firstly, it is the speech recognition process, where it is the process by which a computer maps an acoustic speech signal to text by using the acoustic models, and then this text will be used as queries. Next, it is the process of finding documents relevant to an information need from a large document set, called Thai text retrieval process.

After testing, the results of Thai speech recognition show an average word accuracy of 74.50%, while the result of speech-based Thai text retrieval 71.50% after testing by F-measure.
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